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Questions for reviewing 

Reading Strategies 

From Lecture (1) to (5) 

I did my best to illustrate how the test questions going to be. 

I hope that everyone will get the benefit from it 

 

 

Q1- The phrase " A paper containing the laws that a country is based on " has the same meaning as "--- 

 

1- Tuition 2- Constitution 3- Universal 

 

Q2- The phrase" Fees (money) for education  " has the same meaning  as "--- 

  

1- Tuition 2- Constitution 3- Universal 

 

Q3 - The phrase " Covering  all countries or global  " has the same meaning as "--- 

 

1- Tuition 2- Constitution 3- Universal 

 

Q4 - The phrase " To decide on something  " has the same meaning as "--- 

 

1- afford 2- Isolated 3- determine 

 

Q5 - The phrase " Far away from cities or towns  " has the same meaning as "--- 

 

1- afford 2- Isolated 3- determine 

 

Q6 - The phrase " To have enough money for something " has the same meaning as "--- 

 

1- afford 2- Isolated 3- determine 

 

Q7- The word "_____________" is closest in meaning to " Statistics"  

 

1- Calculations 2- characteristics 3- Vocational 

 

Q8- The word "_____________" is closest in meaning to " Aspects"  

 

1- Calculations 2- characteristics 3- Vocational 

 

 Q9- The phrase " a school for  job training  has the same meaning as " a school ………. 

  

1- Calculations 2- characteristics 3- Vocational 

 

Q10- "There is a drawback, a disadvantage, to that  idea". Under line word mean's  

    

1- Calculations 2- characteristics 3- a disadvantage 
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Q11- " A school system in one country is not identical to the system in any other country. It 

cannot  be exactly the same because each culture is different ". The underlined word logically 

means:_________________       

    

1- can  be exactly the same 2- cann't  be exactly but same 3- can be exactly the same 

 

the culture ".what is the synonym to the  reflectsThe educational system is a mirror that  -2Q1

Underline word 

1- shows  2- hide 3- come down  

 

 

 

, On the other hand, there are many advantages to this system. On the one  handThe phrase "  -Q13

there are also  several drawbacks The underlined words logically means:_________________ 

 

1- the other ideas  2- the opposite  3- one point of view  

 

, On the other hand, there are many advantages to this system. On the one  handhrase " The p -4Q1

there are also  several drawbacks The underlined words logically means:_________________ 

 

1- the other ideas  2- in one hand   3- one point of view  

 

and  -required -compulsoryer of countries, education is both The phrase " In a numb -Q15

universal, available to everyone, at least in primary school( elementary school). 

The underlined words logically means:_________________ 

 

1- required 2- available 3- primary 

 

.areas ruralmany more schools in cities than in There are The phrase "  -Q16 

The underlined words logically means:_________________ 

 

1- isolated  2- equal  3- control  

 

Q17- Public schools are all both free and egalitarian; No money to pay and students are considered 

equal and learn the  same material 

The underlined words logically means:_________________ 

1- isolated  2- equal  3- control  

 

Q18- College students need great discipline; in order to make time for their studies, they need  the 

Self-control to give up hobbies, sports, and social 

The underlined words logically means:_________________ 

1- isolated  2- equal  3- control  

 

Q19 - Results on these exams affect the entire family because there is high status, or social position , 

for a whole in which children have high tests scores 

The underlined words logically means:_________________ 

1- whole  2- position   3- decide on   

 

Q20 - Results on these exams affect the entire family because there is high status, or social position , 

for a whole in which children have high tests scores 

The underlined words logically means:_________________ 

1- whole  2- position   3- decide on   
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Q21- Students themselves decide if they want college-preparatory or vocational classes in high school; 

no national exam determines this for them 

The underlined words logically means:_________________ 

1- vocational 2- isolated 3- decide on   

 

Q22- " ______________" is closest in meaning to the word " unusual ". 

1- involve 2- statistic 3- nontraditional 

 

Q23- " ______________" is closest in meaning to the word " includes ". 

1- involve 2- statistic 3- nontraditional 

 

Q24- " ______________" is closest in meaning to the word " creative ". 

1- involve  2- developing new ideas 3- nontraditional 

 

Q25- The doctor gave__________ a lecture about pronouns. 

1- ours 2- we 3- us 4- our 

.  

Q26-  ______ friend sent an email to the doctor regarding the homework. 

1- I 2- Me 3- Mine 4- My 

 

Q27- Hani   visits _______ every week. 

1- them 2- they 3- theirs 4- their 

 

Q28-  _______ are the books you told me about. 

1- That 2- These 3- You 4- Their 

 

Q29- The building you need is ___________. 

1- these 2- those 3- there 4- her 

 

Q30- That car over there is __________. 

1- mine 2- me 3- my 4- I 

 

Q31- Those books on the table are----------------------. 

1- ours 2- our 3- our 4- us 

 
Q32- In the past, women wore colorful clothing. -------------- decorated it with beads. 

1- She 2- They 3- He 4- It 

 
Q33-  ………………………food is now ready on the table. 

1- Their 2- They 3- Theirs 4- Them 

 
Q34- Most Saudi men wear a Dishdasha. ----------- color is mostly white. 

1- It 2- Its 3- It’s 4- It,s 

 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

Ahmed and his sister study English at university. She is older than him. He speaks English better than 

her. They always go there by bus. It is very suitable place for practicing English. They always speak 

with each other in English 

Q35- She refers to : ___________ 

1- Ahmed 2- Ahmed's sister 3- Ahmed and his sister 4- university 

 

Q36- him refers to : ___________ 

1- Ahmed 2- Ahmed's sister 3- Ahmed and his sister 4- university 
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Q37- They refers to:  __________ 

1- Ahmed 2- Ahmed's sister 3- Ahmed and his sister 4- university 

 

Q38- There refers to : __________ 

1- Ahmed 2- Ahmed's sister 3- Ahmed and his sister 4- university 

 

Q39- He refers to:_____________ 

1- Ahmed 2- The bus 3- university 4- his sister 

 

Q40- It refers to: ______________ 

1- Ahmed 2- The bus 3- his sister 4- university 

 

Q41- Where are Ahmed and his sister from? They’re from  

1- university 2- Riyadh 3- English 4- the bus 

 

Q42- Who is better in English? 

1- Ahmed 2- Ahmed's sister 3- his sister 4- university 

 

Q43- How do they go to university? 

1- On foot 2- In a taxi 3- By plane 4- By bus 

 

Q44- The opposite of suitable place is  

1- No  place 2- Inappropriate place  3- Beautiful place 4- Good  place 

 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

In a western society, such as the United States or Canada, that has many national, religious, and 

cultural differences, people highly value individualism- the differences among people- and 

independent thinking. Students there  do not memorize information. Instead, they find answers 

themselves, and they express their ideas in class discussion. At an early age, students learn to form 

their own ideas and opinions. 

   In most Asian societies, by contrast, the people have the same language, history, and culture. Perhaps 

for this reason, the educational system in much of Asia reflects society's belief in group goals and 

tradition rather than individualism. Children in China, Japan, and Korea often work together and help 

one another on assignments. In the classroom, the teaching methods are often very formal. The teacher 

lectures, and the students listen. There is no much discussion. Instead, they recite rules or information 

that they have memorized. There are advantages and disadvantages to both systems. 

 

Q45- What is most suitable Topic for the passage ? 

1- The education system in Asia 

2- The education system in North American 

3- The education in North American and Asia . 

4- The education All around the world 

 

Q46- Which Country Is one of the Asian societies ?  

1- the United States 

2- Canada 

3- Egypt 

4- China 

 

Q47- The underlined pronoun “ there ” Line  3 refers to___________ 

1- Asian societies 

2- Western societies 
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3- China 

4- Japan 

Q48- How students get information in North American? 

1- in group 

2- individualism 

3- work together and help one another on assignments 

4- None of the above  . 

Q49-  The underlined pronoun “ they ” Line  10  refers to___________ 

1- Students  

2- Teachers 

3- Manager  

4- Countries  

Q50- The part speech of the word " difference"  in line 2 is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q51- The part speech of the word " value " in line 2 is a/an------------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

         Statistics reflect recent changes in the U.S. college population .One change these days is that 

there are fewer foreign students than several years ago but that more U.S. students are studying abroad. 

There are over half a million foreign students in colleges and universities in the United States (down 5-

6 percent). The leading country of origin is India, followed by  China,  Korea , Japan, Canada, Taiwan, 

Mexico , Turkey, and Thailand . Meanwhile, there are 175000 U.S. students who are studying abroad 

(up 8.5 percent). American students typically spend much less time abroad than foreign students do in 

the United States . In fact, 92 percent of all U.S. Students who go abroad spend only one semester 

there. 

Q50- What is most suitable Topic for the passage ? 

1- There are fewer foreign students than several years ago but that more U.S. students are 

studying abroad. 

2- American students 

3- The U.S. college population 

4- U.S. students are studying abroad. 

Q51- What is the main idea for the passage ? 

1- There are fewer foreign students than several years ago but that more U.S. students are 

studying abroad. 

2- American students 
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3- The U.S. college population 

4- U.S. students are studying abroad. 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

            In contrast , other students (but not as many) prefer the intuitive learning style. These students 

love ideas . They prefer a theory – to practice method of learning and enjoy independent, creative 

thinking . these " intuitives"  are not very practical . They are attending college because they want to 

create unique works of art or study philosophy or someday help in the field of science. 

Q52-  What is most suitable Topic for the passage ? 

1- Intuitive learning style 

2- Intuitive learning style prefer a theory – to practice method of learning and enjoy independent, 

creative thinking. 

3- students are attending college. 

4- None of the above  . 

 Q53- What is the main idea for the passage ? 

1- Intuitive learning style 

2- Intuitive learning style prefer a theory – to practice method of learning and enjoy independent, 

creative thinking. 

3- students are attending college. 

4- None of the above  . 

Q54- The underlined word " creative"  means:_________________ 

1- control 2- show 3- developing new ideas 4- unusual 

    

==== = = ======= ======= ====== =========== 

Q55- The part speech of the word " determine  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q56- The part speech of the word " achieve  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q57- The part speech of the word " On the one hand "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- Idiom 

 

Q58- The part speech of the word " afford  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 
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Q59- The part speech of the word " Rural "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q60- The part speech of the word " Native" is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

Q61- The part speech of the word " reflect  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q62- The part speech of the word " cultivate   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q63- The part speech of the word " On the other  hand "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- Idiom 

 

Q64- The part speech of the word " Entire   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q65- The part speech of the word " status  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q66 - The part speech of the word " Tuition " is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q67- The part speech of the word " commute  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q68- The part speech of the word " crowd  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q69- The part speech of the word " Developed countries  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q70- The part speech of the word " creative   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q71- The part speech of the word " Mass transmit   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 
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Q72 - The part speech of the word " produce" is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q73- The part speech of the word " efficiently  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q74- The part speech of the word " affluent  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q75 - The part speech of the word " difficulties " is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q76- The part speech of the word " gridlock  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q77- The part speech of the word " worsening  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q78- The part speech of the word " predict  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q79- The part speech of the word " priorities   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q80- The part speech of the word " pedestrian   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q81 - The part speech of the word " solve " is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q82- The part speech of the word " Developing countries  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q83 - The part speech of the word " produce" is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q84- The part speech of the word " efficiently  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 
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Q85- The part speech of the word " affluent  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q86 - The part speech of the word " difficulties " is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q87- The part speech of the word " gridlock  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q88- The part speech of the word " worsening  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q89- The part speech of the word " predict  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q90- The part speech of the word " priorities   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q91- The part speech of the word " pedestrian   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q92 - The part speech of the word " beautifully " is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q93- The part speech of the word " beautify "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q94- The part speech of the word " beauty "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q95- The part speech of the word " beautiful "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q96- . What is the _______________ of learning English? 

1- import   2- . important  3- importance  4- . importantly  

 

Q97- . I will send you a _____________________ flower. 

1- beautifully 2- beauty  3- beautiful  4- beautify  
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Q98- At last, the plane landed on the airport ___________________. 

1- safely 2- save  3- safety  4- safe  

 

Q99- The part speech of the word " beautiful "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q100 - We __________ our parents by getting higher marks. 

1- please  2- pleasure  3- pleasant   4- pleasantly 

 
 
Q101- Almost four billion people will be living in cities in developing countries  such as India and 

Nigeria. The underlined word means:_________________ 

1- an area for walk  2- make thing worse  3- poor countries  4- really / in fact   

 

Q102- In some cities, instead of worsening,  urban life is actually getting much better.. The underlined 

word means:_________________ 

1- an area for walk  2- make thing worse  3- poor countries  4- really / in fact   

 Q103- The downtown shopping area is now a pedestrian  zone, in other words, an area for walkers 

only, no cars. The underlined word means:_________________ 

1- an area for walkers  2- make thing worse  3- poor countries  4- really / in fact   

                                        
Q104- The word that is closest in meaning to "terrible traffic jam" is ______________ 

1- A. background 2- drawback  3- overwork  4- gridlock  

Q105-  

 
 The underlined word means:_________________      

1- say in advance that will happen. 

2- Move from place to anther  

3- terrible traffic jam 

4- None of the above   

Q106- They went to doctors for treatment of a number of symptoms such as tiredness, headaches , sore 

throats , and respiratory problems . 

The underlined word means:_________________      

1- Painful 

2- Things that pollute  

3- Sins of sickness  

4- Problem  
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Q107- The air was full of pollutants : chemicals, mold ,bacteria ,smoke , and gases. 

The underlined word means:_________________    

1-   Painful 

2- Things that pollute  

3- Sins of sickness  

4- Problem 

  

Q108- You will …………….. if you work hard 

1- success 

2- succeed 

3- successful 

4- successfully 

 

Q109- You will achieve the  …………… if you work hard.  

1- success 

2- succeed 

3- successful 

4- successfully 

Q110-You will get the ………………….  result if you work hard.  

1- success 

2- succeed 

3- successful 

4- successfully 

 

Q111- You will get the result ………………  if you work.  

1- success 

2- succeed 

3- successful 

4- successfully 

 

Q112-The part speech of the word " successful  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q113-The part speech of the word " successfully   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q114-The part speech of the word " succeed   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q115- The part speech of the word " success   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q116- The phrase " Important announcement '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 
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Q117- The phrase " To speak frankly '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q118-The phrase " Travel to a foreign country ' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q119- The phrase " over the tree' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q120-The part speech of the word " Funding "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q121-The part speech of the word " Lift "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q122-The part speech of the word " Capacity  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q123-The part speech of the word " Anonymous  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q124-The part speech of the word " Identical  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q125-The part speech of the word " Addict "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q126-The part speech of the word " Eradication "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q127-The part speech of the word " Literacy  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q128-The part speech of the word " Targeting  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q129-The part speech of the word " Take the initiative  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 
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Q130-The part speech of the word " worthless "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q131-The part speech of the word " Subsidiary  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q132-The part speech of the word " Not available  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q133-The part speech of the word " Plow "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q134-The part speech of the word " consume  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q135-The part speech of the word " approve  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q136-The part speech of the word " Collateral "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q137-The part speech of the word " Fund "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q138-The part speech of the word " poverty  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q139-The part speech of the word " Micro lending "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q140-The part speech of the word " Grants  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q141-The part speech of the word " offend  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q142-The part speech of the word " requirements  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 
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Q143-The part speech of the word " entrepreneurs  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q144-The part speech of the word " violence "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q145- ".  This is a group of entrepreneurs ". Under line word mean's  

    

1- a person/ feature 2- people who own and run their own small business 3- poorness 

 

Q146- ".  Instead of collateral, there is peer pressure ". Under line word mean's  

    

1- a person/ feature 2- group members make sure that each person pay back 

his or her loan 

3- poorness 

 

Q147- "The global fund for women helps find solutions to social ills ". Under line word mean's  

    

1- a person/ feature 2- violence and lack of education 3- poorness 

 

Q148- "character". Under line word mean's  

    

1- a person/ feature 2- violence and lack of education 3- poorness 

 

Q149- " poverty ". Under line word mean's  

    

1- a person/ feature 2- violence and lack of education 3- poorness 

 

Q150- "capacity ". Under line word mean's  

    

1- Ability to do something  2- violence and lack of education 3- poorness 

 

Q151- " . Lift ". Under line word mean's  

    

1- a person/ feature 2- pick up/ get someone rid of  3- poorness 

 

Q152- " eradication ". Under line word mean's  

    

1- elimination 2- violence and lack of education 3- poorness 

 

Q153- " subsidiary ". Under line word mean's  

    

1- pick up 2- branch company / companies that follow other compa 3- poorness 

 

Q154- " Fund ". Under line word mean's  

    

1- a person/ feature 2- loan / to provide with money 3- poorness 
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Q155- " grants ". Under line word mean's  

    

1- money given as gift(not lent) 2- violence and lack of education 3- poorness 

 

Q156- " Plow ". Under line word mean's  

    

1- a person/ feature 2- what a farmer uses to dig his land for planting 3- poorness 

 

Q157-The part speech of the word "   Compulsive "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

 

Q158-The part speech of the word "    Spender"  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q159-The part speech of the word " Successful    "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q160-The part speech of the word " Marketer   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q161-The part speech of the word " Psychologist "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q162-The part speech of the word "  Violent  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q163-The part speech of the word " Influence  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q164-The part speech of the word " Information "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q165-The part speech of the word "  Offensive   "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q166-The part speech of the word " Influence"  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

 

Q167-The part speech of the word " Compulsion"  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q168-The part speech of the word "  Enormous"  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 
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Q169-The part speech of the word "  Scientist"  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q170-The part speech of the word " Violence "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q171-The part speech of the word " Addition"  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q172-The part speech of the word "   Expensive"  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q173-The part speech of the word "  Culture "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q174-The part speech of the word "  Basic "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q175-The part speech of the word "   Special "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q176-The part speech of the word "  Public  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q177-The part speech of the word "  Different "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q178-The part speech of the word "  Consumer "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q179-The part speech of the word "  Floral "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q180-The part speech of the word "  Failure "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q181-The part speech of the word " Logical  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q182- The phrase "  very dangerous accident   '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 
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Q183- The phrase "  traditional families in America   '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q184- The phrase "   in the kitchen '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q185- The phrase "  spend money  '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q186- The phrase "  the underlined words  '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q187- The phrase "  help others   '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q189- The phrase "   to pass the test '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q190- The phrase " to be honest  '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q191- The phrase " between girls and boys   '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q192- The phrase " to save money  '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q193- The phrase "   by bus '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q194- The phrase "   to do homework correctly '' is a/an " ________________________" 

5- Noun Phrase 6- Verb phrase 7- Infinitive Phrase   8- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q195- The phrase "  drive quickly  '' is a/an " ________________________" 

5- Noun Phrase 6- Verb phrase 7- Infinitive Phrase   8- Prepositional Phrase 
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Q196- The phrase " live in a new apartment   '' is a/an " ________________________" 

5- Noun Phrase 6- Verb phrase 7- Infinitive Phrase   8- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q197- The phrase "  access to website '' is a/an " ________________________" 

5- Noun Phrase 6- Verb phrase 7- Infinitive Phrase   8- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q198- The phrase "   playing handbal '' is a/an " ________________________" 

5- Noun Phrase 6- Verb phrase 7- Infinitive Phrase   8- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q199- The phrase " prepare for the test  '' is a/an " ________________________" 

5- Noun Phrase 6- Verb phrase 7- Infinitive Phrase   8- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q200 - The phrase" near the hotel '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q201- The phrase "  Paying attention to phrases  '' is a/an " ________________________" 

1- Noun Phrase 2- Verb phrase 3- Infinitive Phrase   4- Prepositional Phrase 

 

Q202-The part speech of the word " distract"  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q203-The part speech of the word " Construction "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q204-The part speech of the word " Job security "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q205-The part speech of the word " Outsourcing "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q206-The part speech of the word " Temporary "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q207-The part speech of the word " Self-confidence "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q208-The part speech of the word " Globalization "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 
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Q209-The part speech of the word " Work holism "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q210-The part speech of the word " Upgrade  "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q211-The part speech of the word " Livelihood "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q212-The part speech of the word " Passionate "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q213-The part speech of the word " Pleasure "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q214-The part speech of the word " Cell phone "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q215-The part speech of the word " Keep up with "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q216-The part speech of the word " Flexible "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q217-The part speech of the word " Leisure "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q218-The part speech of the word " Overwork "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q219-The part speech of the word " Posts "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q220-The part speech of the word " Stress "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q221-The part speech of the word " Worldwide "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 
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Q222-The part speech of the word " Rigid "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q223-The part speech of the word " Vary "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q224-The part speech of the word " workforce "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q225-The part speech of the word " Secure "  is a/an -----------------------------.  

1- verb 2- adjective 3- noun 4- adverb 

 

Q226- Guessing the Meaning of underline words  from context " People could choose their livelihood , 

but they couldn’t usually choose to change " 

1- profession 2- Jobs 3- Life time job 4- Easy to hand  

 

 

Q227- Guessing the Meaning of underline words  from context " Many people with temporary jobs 

would prefer permanent posts. " 

 

1- profession 2- Jobs 3- Life time job 4- Easy to hand 

 

 

Q228- Guessing the Meaning of underline words  from context " Even in Japan , people had a very 

secure job for life, there is now no promise of a lifetime job with the same company " 

 

1- profession 2- Jobs 3- Life time job 4- Easy to hand 

 

Q229- The word "_____________" is closest in meaning to " upgrade  "  

 

1- satisfied in one’s self 2- to be in a higher rank 3- Easy to hand 

 

Q230- The word "_____________" is closest in meaning to " keep up with   "  

 

1- Easy to hand 2- satisfied in one’s self 3- follow any new event 

 

Q231- The word "_____________" is closest in meaning to " self-confidence  "  

 

1- satisfied in one’s self 2- Easy to hand 3- a creation / relax 

 

Q232- The word "_____________" is closest in meaning to " telecommuting  "  

 

1- satisfied in one’s self 2- working using internet and mobile 3- Easy to hand 

 

Q233- The word "_____________" is closest in meaning to "  distract "  

 

1- a creation / relax 2- not focus on/ throw attention away 3- Easy to hand 
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Q234- The word "_____________" is closest in meaning to " leisure  "  

 

1- Easy to hand 2- satisfied in one’s self 3- a creation / relax 

 

Q235- The word "_____________" is closest in meaning to " flexible  "  

 

1- satisfied in one’s self 2- Easy to hand 3- a creation / relax 

 

Q236- The word "_____________" is closest in meaning to " globalization   "  

 

1- all around the world 2- Easy to hand 3- satisfied in one’s self 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 طبعاً تخصص انجليزي مستوى 3

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My Greetings to you all  

and please pray for me 

 المعتقل


